Position: CNC Machine Operator

Location: MALTA (Dingli)

Rabat Marbles is one of Malta’s leading producers for marble, granite, quartzite and other natural and synthetic stone surfaces, with over 30 years of experience. The company is specialised in the production of kitchen countertops but also produces other home finishings such as stairs, sills, feature walls and fireplaces for both commercial and residential properties.

Rabat Marbles is looking for candidates to join the production of marble and other stone related projects. The ideal candidate will have the role to work with CNC machines mainly on 5-axis CNCs, 3-axis CNCs and Waterjet.

Main responsibilities:
- Perform production and processing operations with CNC machines mainly on 5 and 3-axis CNCs and Waterjet
- Adjust machine and tools according to the article to be produced
- Prepare drawings and work layouts
- Be flexible to work on projects according to production requirements

Required profile:
- CAD/CAM knowledge, to be able to prepare drawings for production
- Demonstrate a positive can-do attitude with high attention to detail and problem-solving skills
- Good understanding of Mathematics and good communication skills
- Well-organised and a team player
- Able to communicate, read and write in English or Italian
- Previous experience operating CNCs and/or working in the marble/stone industry is preferred

The company offers:
- Indefinite work contract (6 months’ probation period)
- Salary: €1,200 to €2,000 per month, depending on skills and experience
- Possibility of (paid) overtime work
- On-the-job training provided to hired candidates
- Uniform and safety requirements are provided to all employees
- 2 shut-down leave periods in August and in December
- €600 cash grant to the right candidate to help in relocation costs, provided as €200 for the first 3 months of relocating

How to apply: please send your CV and motivation in English to eures.recruitment.jobsplus@gov.mt and euresPToutgoing@iefp.pt to the attention of Nídia Figueiredo. **VERY IMPORTANT!** Refer the vacancy profile (CNC Machine Operator) and the Ref. number (373770) in the e-mail Subject.

Further info on the company: [http://rabatmarbles.com](http://rabatmarbles.com)

Interviews will be held via Video Call (WhatsApp, Skype or Messenger)

EURES mobility supports may be available if you apply to this vacancy. Please check [www.iefp.pt/eures](http://www.iefp.pt/eures)